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competition on social policy-making, and second, how some social groups enjoy better social protection than
Documents on German Foreign Policy, 1918-1945: The aftermath of Munich, Oct. 1938-March 1939

others. Moving beyond the two countries of the case study, the book proposes an innovative framework for

Germany. Auswärtiges Amt 1956

studying segmentation of social protection and applies this framework to a wider set of 15 advanced welfare

The German Labor Market Reforms and Post-Unemployment Earnings Niklas Engbom 2015-07-17 In

states. Overall, this book draws together different strands of research on political parties and on welfare

2003–05, Germany undertook extensive labor market reforms which were followed by a large and persistent

states, and introduces a new argument on how party politics shapes social policy. An invaluable text on the

decline in unemployment. Key elements of the reforms were a drastic cut in benefits for the long-term

political economy of the welfare state, Politics of Segmentation will be of interest to scholars of political

unemployed and tighter job search and acceptance obligations. Using a large confidential data set from the

economy, social policy and comparative politics.

German social security administration, we find that the reforms were associated with a fall in the earnings of

German Pronunciation and Phonology Jethro Bithell 2018-10-29 First published in 1952. This book does not

workers returning to work from short-term unemployment relative to workers in long-term employment of about

confine itself to German phonetics; it aims rather at showing by what processes and tricks of sound words

10 percent. We interpret this as evidence that the reforms strengthened incentives to return to work but, in

have been shaped in the course of years; it is therefore a book on phonology as well. It should have a wide

doing so, they adversely affected post re-entry earnings.

appeal to students of German. Moreover, since the treatment of laws and sound processes is comparative, it

English German and German English Pocket Dictionary James C. Oehlschläger 1858

will be useful to students of other languages, particularly of the Scandinavian group and Dutch.

German-speaking Exiles in Great Britain Ian Wallace 2001 From the contents: Charmian BRINSON:

The Many Faces of Germany Frank Trommler 2004 With the fall of the Berlin Wall and the shifting of American

Autobiography in exile: the reflections of women refugees from Nazism in British exile, 1933-1945. -

foreign policy away from "old" Europe, long-established patterns of interaction between Germany and the U.S.

Alexander STEPHAN: Hetz- und Greuelpropaganda. Die Uberwachung der deutschen Exilschriftsteller in

have come under review. Although seemingly disconnected from the cultural and intellectual world, political

Grossbritannien durch das Auswartige Amt. - Jorg THUNECKE: Die Isle of Man-Lagerzeitungen The Camp

developments were not without their influence on the humanities and their curricula during the past century. In

und The Onchan Pioneer: Kultur im Ausnahmezustand."

retrospect, we can speak of the many different roles Germany has played in American eyes. The Many Faces

Politics of Segmentation Georg Picot 2013-06-17 When political parties make policy decisions they are

of Germany seeks to acknowledge the importance of those incarnations for the study of German culture and

influenced by the competition they face from other parties. This book examines how party competition and

history on both sides of the Atlantic. One of the major questions raised by the contributors is whether the

party systems affect reforms of social protection. Featuring a historical comparison of Italy and Germany

transformations in the transatlantic dynamics and in the importance of Germany for the U.S. have had a major

post-1945, the book shows how a high number of parties and ideological polarisation lead to fragmented and

influence on the study of things German in the U.S. internally. The volume gathers together leading voices of

unequal social benefits. Utilising a comparative approach, the author brings together two important issues in

the older and younger generations of social historians, literary scholars, film critics, and cultural historians.

welfare state research that have been insufficiently investigated. Firstly, the complex influence of party

Wort für Wort Sixth Edition: German Vocabulary for Edexcel A-level Paul Stocker 2018-08-27 Exam board:
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Edexcel Level: A-level Subject: German First teaching: September 2016 First exams: Summer 2017 Essential

the recovery going, OECD finds Germany facing a number of key challenges including making the tax ...

vocabulary for Edexcel A level German, all in one place. - Supplement key resources such as course

Ostpolitik and German Public Opinion, 1964-1972 Regina Schunck Sharif 1978

textbooks with all the vocab students need to know in one easy-to-navigate place, completed updated to

Understanding German Real Estate Markets Tobias Just 2016-10-06 In this book, experts discuss how

match the latest specification - Ensure extensive vocab coverage with topic-by-topic lists of key words and

German real estate values have remained stable throughout the financial crisis, even though transaction

phrases, including a new section dedicated to film and literature - Test students' knowledge with end-of-topic

volumes have been very volatile since 2005. Consequently, risk-averse national and international investors

activities designed to deepen their understanding of word patterns and relationships - Develop effective

have started to invest in virtually all German real estate asset classes. This book tries to answer what has

strategies for learning new vocab and dealing with unfamiliar words

made the German real estate markets more resilient to shocks than many European real estate markets by

Proceedings of the Fourth German-Japanese Symposium, Infinite Dimensional Harmonic Analysis IV Joachim

analyzing the economic, regulatory and demographic environment. In 30 well-structured chapters, experts

Hilgert 2009 The Fourth Conference on Infinite Dimensional Harmonic Analysis brought together experts in

from both the academic and professional world analyze structural and current issues of German real estate

harmonic analysis, operator algebras and probability theory. Most of the articles deal with the limit behavior of

markets. Readers will get a deep understanding of what makes the German real estate market special and

systems with many degrees of freedom in the presence of symmetry constraints. This volume gives new

where potential opportunities and threats in Europe’s largest real estate market exist.

directions in research bringing together probability theory and representation theory.

A New and Complete English and German Dictionary ... Friedrich Wilhelm Thieme 1883

A Dictionary of the German and English Languages George J. Adler 1890

The old high German diphthongization Irmengard Rauch 2017-12-04

The Nazi Party and the German Foreign Office Hans Adolf Jacobsen 2007 Explores a little known aspect of

The Complexity Turn Arch G. Woodside 2017-02-16 This book takes the reader beyond net effects and main

the history of the Third Reich. This book presents a study which explores the struggle between Party loyalists,

and interaction effects thinking and methods. Complexity theory includes the tenet that recipes are more

who assumed that with the assumption of power in 1933, total state control was theirs, and entrenched

important than ingredients—any one antecedent (X) condition is insufficient for a consistent outcome (Y) (e.g.,

diplomats in the Foreign Office.

success or failure) even though the presence of certain antecedents may be necessary. A second tenet:

Guides to the Microfilmed Records of the German Navy, 1850-1945 1984

modeling contrarian cases is useful because a high or low score for any given antecedent condition (X)

German Opera John Warrack 2001-04-26 This wide-ranging history explores German opera from its primitive

associates with a high Y, low Y, and is irrelevant for high/low Y in some recipes in the same data set. Third

origins up to Wagner.

tenet: equifinality happens—several recipes indicate high/low outcomes.

German Moravian Missionaries in the British Colony of Victoria, Australia, 1848-1908 Felicity Jensz

Dictionary of the English and German Languages Friedrich Köhler 1892

2010-01-01 Focusing on the six decades that German Moravian missionaries worked in the British colony of

Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany Deutschland Bundesrepublik 1960

Victoria, Australia, this book enriches understanding of colonial politics and the role of the non-British other in

Recollections of a Jewish Mathematician in Germany Abraham A. Fraenkel 2016-10-21 Abraham A. Fraenkel

manipulating practice and policy in foreign realms. Central to the transnational nature of the book are

was a world-renowned mathematician in pre–Second World War Germany, whose work on set theory was

questions of identity and of how individuals, and the organisations they worked for, can be seen as both

fundamental to the development of modern mathematics. A friend of Albert Einstein, he knew many of the

colluders and opposers within nation-state borders and politics. It analyses the ways in which the Moravian

era’s acclaimed mathematicians personally. He moved to Israel (then Palestine under the British Mandate) in

missionaries navigated competing agendas within the colonial setting, especially those that impacted on their

the early 1930s. In his autobiography Fraenkel describes his early years growing up as an Orthodox Jew in

sense of personal vocation, their practices of conversion, and their understandings of the indigenous non-

Germany and his development as a mathematician at the beginning of the twentieth century. This memoir,

Christian peoples in the settler society of Victoria.

originally written in German in the 1960s, has now been translated into English, with an additional chapter

OECD Economic Surveys: Germany 2008 OECD 2008-04-09 This 2008 edition of OECD's periodic survey of

covering the period from 1933 until his death in 1965 written by the editor, Jiska Cohen-Mansfield. Fraenkel

the German economy finds Germany enjoying a vigorous recovery after a long period of stagnation. To keep

describes the world of mathematics in Germany in the first half of the twentieth century, its origins and
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development, the systems influencing it, and its demise. He also paints a unique picture of the complex

Forum für osteuropäische Ideen- und Zeitgeschichte. 18. Jahrgang, Heft 1 [German-language Edition] Leonid

struggles within the world of Orthodox Jewry in Germany. In his personal life, Fraenkel merged these two

Luks 2014-03-01 Since 1997, FORUM is an integral part of the journal landscape of European Studies. In

worlds during periods of turmoil including the two world wars and the establishment of the state of Israel.

addition to facts of contemporary history, it offers deep insights into the history of ideas, reflects current

Including a new foreword by Menachem Magidor Foreword to the 1967 German edition by Yehoshua Bar-

discussions, and provides reviews of books on Central and Eastern European history. Especially on the

Hillel

history of ideas and contemporary history it offers more than ?just? history -- e.g. interdisciplinary discussions

The German Chemical Industry in the Twentieth Century John Lesch 2000-08-31 In the twentieth century,

by political scientists, literary, legal, and economic scholars and philosophers. FORUM sees itself as a bridge

dyes, pharmaceuticals, photographic products, explosives, insecticides, fertilizers, synthetic rubber, fuels, and

between East and West. Through the translation and publication of documents and contributions from

fibers, plastics, and other products have flowed out of the chemical industry and into the consumer

Russian, Polish, and Czech researchers it offers the Western reader insight into the scientific discourse within

economies, war machines, farms, and medical practices of industrial societies. The German chemical industry

Eastern Europe.Volume 18, Issue 1: The way the Federal Republic of Germany dealt with its past is seen by

has been a major site for the development and application of the science-based technologies that gave rise to

some as a role model for many post-authoritarian and post-totalitarian transition countries in East and West,

these products, and has had an important role as exemplar, stimulus, and competitor in the international

despite some downsides of the long process of coping with the past after the German ?zero hour?. The

chemical industry. This volume explores the German chemical industry's scientific and technological

current FORUM issue focuses on the comparison of the specifics of German memory culture with those of the

dimension, its international connections, and its development after 1945. The authors relate scientific and

Eastern European countries, especially Poland and Russia, since the beginning of their de-Stalinization

technological change in the industry to evolving German political and economic circumstances, including two

debates.Seit 1997 ist das FORUM fester Bestandteil der Zeitschriftenlandschaft der Osteuropaforschung.

world wars, the rise and fall of National Socialism, the post-war division of Germany, and the emergence of a

Neben Fakten der Zeitgeschichte bietet es tiefe Einblicke in die Ideengeschichte, spiegelt aktuelle

global economy. This book will be of interest to historians of modern Germany, to historians of science and

Diskussionen wider und liefert Rezensionen zu Werken der mittel- und osteuropäischen Zeitgeschichte.

technology, and to business and economic historians.

Gerade in den Rubriken Ideengeschichte und Zeitgeschichte bietet es mehr als "nur" Geschichte --

The German Journal of Psychology 1981

fächerübergreifend kommen u.a. Politologen, Literatur-, Rechts- und Wirtschaftswissenschaftler sowie

The Federal Republic of Germany, Member of the United Nations Germany (West). Presse- und

Philosophen zu Wort. Das FORUM versteht sich als Brücke zwischen Ost und West. Durch die Übersetzung

Informationsamt 1977

und Veröffentlichung von Dokumenten und Beiträgen aus dem Russischen, Polnischen und Tschechischen

German Military Abbreviations United States. War Department. General Staff 1943

bietet es dem westlichen Leser Einblicke in den wissenschaftlichen Diskurs Osteuropas. Heft 1/2014: Der

The German Cookbook Mimi Sheraton 1965 Provides historical and culinary background, as well as recipes

lange Abschied vom totalitären Erbe Das Modell der bundesrepublikanischen Vergangenheitsbewältigung gilt

and serving suggestions, for a wide variety of authentic German dishes.

als Vorbild für viele postautoritäre bzw. posttotalitäre Transformationsstaaten in Ost und West, ungeachtet

German and English Christoph Friedrich Grieb 1857

mancher Schattenseiten des langwierigen Prozesses der deutschen Vergangenheitsbewältigung nach der

Germany in the nineteenth century 1967

"Stunde Null". Das aktuelle Forum-Heft vergleicht in seinem thematischen Schwerpunkt die Spezifika der

The Perception of Vowel Length and Quality in German Rudolf Weiss 1976 Based on an unpublished

deutschen Erinnerungskultur mit denjenigen der osteuropäischen Länder, vor allem Polens und Russlands,

dissertation titled Perceptual parameters of vowel length and quality in standard New High German (University

seit dem Beginn der Entstalinisierungsdebatten.

of Colorado, 1970). The experiment described is regarded to be an innovative departure in the investigation of

Pacific Cooperation from the Japanese and the German Viewpoint Herbert Hax 2012-12-06 It is hardly

vowel perception: vowels are used in which the qualitative and durational aspects have been manipulated

possible to overrate the Pacific Basin in its economic and political importance. Currently, it is one of the

quite naturally. The topic has aroused considerable interest. Several articles on the significance and

economic regions with the highest dynamic growth throughout the world. Economically this region is

application of the test have already been written.

sometimes considered to be the future centre of the world econom- often with reference to well-known
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authors such as Arnold Toynbee and Herman Kahn who predicted the inevitable approach of a Pacific

Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971 New York Public

century. The economic development of the Pacific Basin has proceeded far already following Japan's ascent

Library. Research Libraries 1979

into the position of an economic superpower. Considering the concentration of East and South-East Asian

Energy Data Base 1984

dynamic developing countries the Pacific Basin has meanwhile developed into a regional centre of economic

The German-Bohemian Dialect Remembered Paul R. Kretsch 2009

activities. Furthermore the ambitions and in terests of three nuclear powers - the USA, the Soviet Union and

Reading Maimonides' Philosophy in 19th Century Germany George Y. Kohler 2012-05-03 This book

China - collide in this region. Obviously these countries increasingly perceive and take into account the

investigates the re-discovery of Maimonides’ Guide of the Perplexed by the Wissenschaft des Judentums

political and strategic importance of this region.

movement in Germany of the nineteenth and beginning twentieth Germany. Since this movement is

Seelenarbeit an Deutschland 2004-01-01 The last decade has undoubtedly been the most controversial in the

inseparably connected with religious reforms that took place at about the same time, it shall be demonstrated

long literary career of Martin Walser. This volume presents a review of this career, going far beyond short-

how the Reform Movement in Judaism used the Guide for its own agenda of historizing, rationalizing and

lived arguments to present an insightful overview of much of his work. It considers not only major aspects of

finally turning Judaism into a philosophical enterprise of ‘ethical monotheism’. The study follows the reception

his writing, covering both his literary beginnings and the most recent works, but also different, previously

of Maimonidean thought, and the Guide specifically, through the nineteenth century, from the first beginnings

neglected features of his persona and his writing, namely his activity as a university teacher and his art

of early reformers in 1810 and their reading of Maimonides to the development of a sophisticated reform-

criticism. In addition, fruitful comparisons are made with other writers, such as Proust, Grass and Uwe

theology, based on Maimonides, in the writings of Hermann Cohen more then a hundred years later.

Johnson. At the same time, recent controversies are also considered with major attention being paid to

Namibia and Germany: Negotiating the Past Reinhard Kossler 2015-08-12 100 years since the end of German

Walser’s public speeches and those works of fiction which have been seen by some as demanding the end of

colonial rule in Namibia, the relationship between the former colonial power and the Namibian communities

German self-recriminations over the Nazi past. This volume is unique in that much space is devoted to both

who were affected by its brutal colonial policies remains problematic, and interpretations of the past are still

sides of the argument. It will provide stimulating reading to all those interested in Germany and German

contested. This book examines the ongoing debates, conflicts and confrontations over the past. It scrutinises

literature.

the consequences of German colonial rule, its impact on the descendants of victims of the 1904–08 genocide,

The Economic Situation in the Federal Republic of Germany 1977

Germany’s historical responsibility, and ways in which post-colonial reconciliation might be achieved.
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